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Nature Does It Best

Dog and Cat Care

“Our cat is fourteen and is never playful.
We started giving her EM ® in her food and water…
and now she thinks she’s a kitten again. We’ve
never seen her so playful in years!
Lynn S.
Our Favorite Pets – Dogs and Cats. For thousands of years, dogs and cats have been our
favorite pets. No other animals have been so close to our lives and hearts. Health care applies
to our favorite friends, as well as for humans. Keeping them clean, well fed, protected from the
harsh elements, and giving them plenty of tender-loving-care are essential to their health.
Promoting a healthy environment – inside and out – helps to keep our pets healthy. Studies
are confirming that keeping strong and beneficial microbial alliances are what promote resilient
and healthy immune systems for the soil, water, plants, animals and humans. EM® acts as an
important catalyst for building these strong probiotic alliances.
Where to Start. For your pets health and wellness, start with hexagonal water. Use the EM®
Ceramics to microstructure your water for the entire household – for your own drinking water,
for your pets, your plants, and for cooking. Your pets will especially notice the difference in the
water – and they will often demand it!
Put ab out 10% of ProEM
1® and 90% structured water in a spray bottle (1:10 ratio). Use the
spray bottle to mist your pet’s fur, to mist your plants, cleanse the air, and spray on your own
food as well. And be sure to bathe your dogs with about a quarter cup of AEM added to their
final rinse water. Watch how clean and fluffy the fur gets. Also, sprinkle EM® Bokashi in the cat
liter box to reduce odors. Your pets will thank you for using EM® !
The Story of Cosmos
My dog Cosmos, a Black English Labrador, had severe skin allergies for eight years. It started when she was a puppy. There was lots of itching with red spots on her skin, as if she had the measles. She would lick and bite herself until
she had raw spots with no fur, especially on her belly, tail, and legs. She was diagnosed with allergies to various food
items and especially to dust mites. The food can be changed, but what can you do about dust mites? They are everywhere.
We tried a de-sensitizing shot at the vet. The lowest dose made her head swell up and she started scratching her face
frantically. I was afraid she would scratch herself bloody. For the first eight years of her life, we would go from vet to vet
and only get a temporary break from the itching by giving her cortisone shots and steroid pills. I hated doing this, since
she would become lethargic, hungry, and thirsty all the time. I knew that it was not healthy for her. But at least she
wouldn’t bite herself to pieces for a short while. We tried everything from natural to controversial products – and nothing
worked!
Cosmos had just finished a dose of steroid pills. Unfortunately, this time it didn’t give her any relief. It only made her
tired. So two weeks later, I decided to try EM® . I started by bathing her and adding
two capfuls of EM® to a half gallon of water for a final rinse. I poured it all over her
body - from the neck down. I applied it everywhere possible! Cosmos came out of
the bathtub and laid on some towels that I placed on her pillow. She licked the EM®
off her fur and then fell asleep. NOT ONE MORE BITE! This seemed to be working,
so I decided to add EM® to her food and water as well. I also sprayed it on her fur
when I brushed her. She started looking and behaving like a different dog—all shiny,
happy, playful, and itch-free!
So this is the story of Cosmos. My hope is that EM ® can help your animal friend
the way it helped my Cosmos!
- Sonya S.
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